January 6, 2020

Subject: Nevada New Permit Information

To: International Registration Plan

I am providing clarification on the new Nevada permit laws with regard to AB320.

**Longer Combination Vehicles** (LCV): Vehicles with reducible loads in excess of 70’ and in excess of 80,000 lbs, but not over 129,000 lbs.
- Can operate any legal combination up to the amount of weight declared for Nevada on the cab card. Registration fees for weights between 80,001 – 129,000 pounds and declared on the cab card, deem the vehicle “permitted” to operate at any legal combination and are paid through DMV Motor Carrier at the time of registration.
- No other permit is required.
  - SPECIAL NOTE on legal combinations:
    - Combinations cannot exceed 95’ for cargo-carrying length for a tractor followed by 2 or 3 trailing units; or
    - Combinations cannot exceed 98’ for cargo-carrying length for a truck-trailer or a truck-trailer-trailer.

**Over-Length only Vehicles** (OLV): (Vehicles with reducible loads in excess of 70’) but NOT in excess of 80,000 lbs. Issued by DMV Motor Carrier Division.
- Must carry the annual over-length permit. Cost is $10.
  - SPECIAL NOTE on legal combinations:
    - Combinations cannot exceed 95’ for cargo-carrying length for a tractor followed by 2 or 3 trailing units; or
    - Combinations cannot exceed 98’ for cargo-carrying length for a truck-trailer or a truck-trailer-trailer.

**Over Dimensional Vehicles** (OVD): NDOT issued Permit
- All non-reducible (non-divisible) vehicle combinations or loads that:
  - Exceed 80,000 lbs gross weight; or
  - Exceed 8’ 6” in width; or
  - Exceed 14’ in height; or
  - Exceed 10’ of front or rear overhang; or
  - Exceed 70’ in length
- Must carry the annual permit issued by NDOT.
  - SPECIAL NOTE:
This permit does NOT require a weight in excess of 80,000 lbs to be declared on the cab card.

Shorter Overweight Vehicle (SOV): NDOT issued Permit
- All reducible (divisible) vehicle combinations or loads that:
  - Qualify as a commodity (see NAC484D.510); and
  - Exceed 80,000 lbs gross weight and do NOT exceed 70’ in length; or
  - Do not qualify as Longer Combination Vehicles (LCV) See NRS 484D.615
- Must carry the annual permit issued by NDOT.
  - SPECIAL NOTE:
  - This permit does NOT require a weight in excess of 80,000 lbs to be declared on the cab card.

All Super-loads or other special permits issued by NDOT are NOT required to declare a weight in excess of 80,000 lbs on the cab card.
All permits issued by NDOT are not subject to additional registration fees for weight in excess of 80,000 lbs. NDOT permit holders declare a maximum of 80,000 pounds for Nevada on their cab card.

If you have any questions regarding LCV or OLV, you may contact Andrea Burnell – DMV Motor Carrier Division @ 775 684-4665.
If you have any questions regarding OVD, SOV, or special route permits, you may contact Angie Wallis – NDOT Permit Unit @ 775 888-7410.
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DMV Administrator
Motor Carrier Division
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